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T
gender-based violence, the convention also promotes gender equality. Turkish President Recep 
Tayyip Erdogan’s decree has been called “devastating” by �e Council of Europe’s Secretary-General, 
Marija Pejčinović Burić. However, critics support the move since they feel the ideas of ‘homosexuali-
ty’, ‘gender’, ‘sexual orientation’, and ‘gender identity’ are threats to Turkish families. �e move comes 
at a time when the killing of women in Turkey is on the rise, with 409 women being killed in 2020, 
according to the We Will Stop Femicide Platform.

urkey has walked out from the Istanbul Convention, a European treaty that was �rst signed by 
Turkey 10 years ago in lieu of protecting women from violence. Apart from preventing
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C
issues with Mr. Parashar Kumar as the guest speaker. The 
session was inaugurated by the Head of the Department of 
Media Studies,  Dr. Bhargavi D Hemmige (HOD). The 
lecture was well-attended by faculties and students of 
journalism both at the undergraduate and postgraduate 
levels. In this lecture, Mr. Parashar Kumar spoke on sus-
tainability, climate change, global warming, and other 
environmental issues. He stressed on the symbiotic rela-
tionship that exists between development and growth of the 
economy, stating that “both happen only by destroying the 
environment.” 

In many places in Hyderabad, the groundwater level has 
gone down by 600ft. One of the main tips discussed was 
on how water can be conserved regardless of the continuous 
supply. Also, consumption of vegetarian diet is considered 
to be good for the environment. Mr. Kumar also added that 
“raising animals for food is grossly inefficient because 
while animals eat large quantities of grain, they produce 
only small meat, dairy foods, or eggs in return. Scientists 
estimate that animals must be fed up to 10 kilograms of 
grain to produce just 1 kilogram of meat. The world’s cattle 
alone consume a quantity of food equal to the caloric needs 
of 8.7 billion people more than the entire human population 
on Earth.” 
The key takeaway from the webinar was not to use plastic 
mineral water bottles. “If you can eat food from a restau-
rant, why can’t you have water from them...carry your 
handkerchief rather than using tissues. Use public trans-
port, buy things only when you need them, and buy loose 
food items to cut down on plastic consumption.” The inter-
active and informative session came to an end with ques-
tions from faculties and students and Mr. Parashar 
Kumar answered all. 

enter for management studies organized a webinar 
session on March 19 on human-environmental-related 

Parashar Kumar task students on 
enviromental sustainability
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COVID 19: KARNATAKA RECORDS 1,700 IN 
24 HOURS WITH BENGALURU AT 60% 
CASES
Karnataka to conduct 1 lakh Covid-19 tests daily

Ayesha Fathima
Abhiruchi

B
few weeks, with the state announcing announcing 
1,715 fresh infections on Sunday, about 1,039 or 
60% new cases were from Bangalore. �e active 
Covid cases in the state have increased from 12,432 
on Saturday to 13,494 on Sunday, Bengaluru now 
has over 9,300 active cases with more than 9000 
infection cases tallied in the past week.

ENGALURU: COVID-19 cases in Karnataka 
have been increasing in the north for the past 

T
informed that the daily target has been enhanced to one lakh tests intending to prevent and mitigate the second wave of 
Covid-19. �e decision was made a�er Prime Minister Narendra Modi held a gathering with Chief Ministers to scrutinize 
the surge in the number of Covid-19 cases. Following a meeting with the senior Health O�cials and heads of Government 
Hospitals & Medical Colleges, Medical Education and Health Minister, Dr. K. Sudhakar a�rmed that 1000 beds would be 
made ready in three Covid-19 Care Centres in Bengaluru by March 22.  

he State Government of Karnataka has committed to conducting one lakh tests daily taking into account the ongoing 
rise in the count of Covid-19 cases throughout the country. �e Department of Health and Family Welfare Services

K
weeks. In the 11 weeks from January 3 and March 
20, six of the seven weeks saw a handful of cases 
than the previous weeks while one week (February 7 
to February 13) saw a marginal increase of 1.9% 
before it dipped by 20% again the next week. During 
the last three weeks from February 28 to March 
20th, it reported a 22%, 35%, and 85% jump, respec-
tively, the state recorded 47,359 fresh cases, of which 
more than 19% (9,149) was reported in the last week 
from March 14th and 20th.
�e three weeks in March alone account for 37.5% 
or 17,757 cases which have spiked and doubled 
from the previous weeks. Dr. Giridhara Babu, 
member of COVID technical advisory committee 
Karnataka stated that “�is surely is the second 
wave, most of the cases are those with travel history 
and the section of the population that had remained 
indoors during the �rst wave and was thereby were 
uninfected”.

arnataka’s weekly new COVID -19 cases count 
has crossed 5,000 for the �rst time in ten 
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Covid 19: 
Tension as 
second 
wave hits 
harder

T
in its initial stage, has 
brought the public to the 
awareness of the conse-
quences of not being on the 
safer side by taking precau-
tions. Hence the use of 
masks, sanitizers, and clean-
liness has increased along 
with the increasing fear. In 
cities such as Pune and Ban-
galore, the educational insti-
tutions have been closed for 
the time being. On the other 
hand, the states of Kerala and 
Tamil Nadu has gone on 
another lockdown in order 
to control the rising death 
toll in the state. �e interna-
tional and national airways 
have strict regulation that 
does not allow passengers to 
travel without an RTPCR test 
report within 72 hours. �e 
precautions and measures 
taken to prevent the deadly 
condition faced during the 
�rst wave of the pandemic, 
all over the country, are 
showing results as cases in 
most of the states are in 
control.

he second wave of coro-
navirus pandemic that is 
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Covid 19: 
Tension as 
second 
wave hits 
harder

O
to draw funds from the Consolidated Fund of India. �is is done 
for the implementation of its programs and schemes. �e second 
part of the Budget Session of Parliament commenced on March 8 
with all Covid-19 precautionary measures in place. �e appropria-
tion bill was introduced by Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman, 
this action is said to complete two-thirds of the exercise for the 
approval of the budget for 2021 to 2022. 
 
�e appropriation bill is known to give power to the government to 
withdraw funds from the Consolidated Fund of India for meeting 
the expenditure during the �nancial year. Post the discussions on 
Budget proposals and the Voting on Demand for grants, the 
government introduces the Appropriation Bill in the Lok Sabha. 
�is is a common procedural exercise that is seen in Lok Sabha 
during the Budget Session. �e whole process happens every time 
the budget is presented, as the proceeding of the Parliament is tem-
porarily suspended for three weeks. �e house standing commit-
tees discuss the demands done by various ministers, reports are 
prepared and then time is allotted for discussions.
 
�e same happened on Wednesday when the speaker Om Birla 
applied the guillotine (which means to fast track the passage of 
�nancial business) a�er which all the demands for the grants were 
discussed and then put to vote to be passed on later. �e Lok Sabha 
will go on to discuss the Finance Bill, which essentially contains the 
government's tax proposals. �e appropriation and �nance bills are 
similar as they are both money bills that usually do not require the 
explicit consent of the Rajya Sabha. �e upper house only discusses 
them and returns the bills. Once the Finance Bill is passed, the 
second budget exercise is considered to be complete.

n 17th March 2021, �e Lok Sabha passed the appropriation 
bill of 2021 to 2022, giving �e Government the Authority

Lok Sabha to pass the 
Appropriation Bill for 

2021 to 2022
P V Vyshnavi
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M
narrow margin of 2-1 in the 7th edition of the Indian Super League 
(ISL) on March 13th at Fatorda Stadium, Goa. ATKMB attained a 
lead in the 18th minute when Roy Krishna got the better of the 
possession and David Williams targeted the ball into the goalpost. 
Sergio Lobera's side made an equalizer a�er ATKMB’s Tiri generat-
ed a defensive error and scored an own goal (29’). A late goal (90’) 
by Bipin �ounaojam with the help of a scintillating e�ort from 
Bartholomew Ogbeche guided the team towards victory. �e 
Islanders became the second team to claim both ISL Trophy and 
the top spot at the group phase, a�er Bengaluru FC.

umbai City FC (MCFC) clinched the maiden title, defeating 
ATK Mohun Bagan (ATKMB) in a hard-fought �nal by a

Mumbai 
City FC

defeats ATK 
Mohun Bagan in 

ISL Final

Abhiruchi

Exploring the Beach Life

L
the sea. With people coming from di�erent parts of the country as 
well as from abroad, the demand for a good stay with a view at an 
a�ordable rate is increasing day by day. Beaches in Goa, Marine 
Drive, and Juhu o�er an exotic ambiance in the bed of nature. In 
other small beach cities like Gokarna, cleanliness and authenticity 
are the key elements that attract most visitors. �e town o�ers small 
yet comfortable means of accommodation and the beach just a few 
steps away, makes the tourist destination worth a visit and a place 
where people can take a deserving break from the chaos of city life. 
Although the mother tongue of the people in Gokarna is Kannada, 
most of them generally speak �uent Hindi and English as the place 
is run by young entrepreneurs with fresh ideas. �is is what makes 
Gokarna a friendly and welcoming destination for students and 
adults alike.

ife near the coastline depends on tourism and small businesses 
which includes seafood restaurants and accommodation near

Sparsita
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MOVIE REVIEW
Pooja Chandak NOMADLAND

N
has lost her husband and job a�er the company that was the lifeblood of a small town in 
Nevada closes. Feeling completely lost she takes on the life of a nomad. She does odd jobs 
and moves around the country living in her van trying to �gure out what is le� for her in life.
�e character of Fern is played amazingly well by Frances McDormand, as we watch her 
story unfold. �is movie depicts humankind especially when we see Fern in loss, loneliness, 
and trying to �gure out what could possibly be le�. Chloé Zhao is a master at showing the 
lost and forgotten on the big screen. She along with her cinematographer Joshua James Rich-
ards, know how to show the landscape and use it to amplify the characters in the movie. 
All in all, Nomadland is a beautiful and painful journey of a single woman, that almost 
everyone should be able to �nd a connection in.

RATING:   4/5

omadland was written and directed by Chloé Zhao, based on the book by Jessica 
Bruder, and stars Frances McDormand as Fern. �e �lm follows Fern, a woman who 

Art by
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DID YOU 
KNOW!

LET’S 
PERFECT 

THE ART OF 
HAPPINESS

H
as happiness? Happiness as a concept is far more complicated than what most self-help books lead us to believe, 
happiness in the end is the state of mind that is accepting, loving, choosing to love yourself the way you are in 
simple terms it is enjoying the moment and making the best of it wherever and however you are.

Here are few fun facts about happiness:

HAPPINESS PROTECTS YOUR HEART
HAPPINESS STRENGTHENS YOUR IMMUNE SYSTEM
HAPPINESS COMBATS STRESS
HAPPY PEOPLE HAVE FEWER ACHES AND PAINS
HAPPINESS COMBATS DISEASE AND DISABILITY

appiness a simple word, a simple concept with a wide range of de�nitions. What exactly is happiness? Is it 
something indulgent and pleasure-seeking or more long-term and ful�lling? Does laughter or a smile count

Nitika Krishna
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KERC APPROVES 40 PAISA HIKE PER UNIT: 
ELECTRICITY BILLS TO RISE MONTHLY 

resulted due to the undecided 
settlement of Karnataka Power 
Transmission Corporation Lim-
ited (KPTCL) appeal before the 
Appellate Tribunal for Electricity 
(ATE) against KERC order and 

  

the code of conduct for by polls to 
RR Nagar and Sira assembly seats.
 However the KERC has ap-
proved uniform increase across 
all ESCOMS in Hukkeri, there is 

-

crease in energy charge ranges 
from 20 to 25 paisa per unit across 
all categories except for Banga-
lore Metro, Battery Charging 
Station for electric vehicles, be-
sides an increase of 50 paisa per 
unit for temporary installations.

more than 11k defaulters

    angalore  : Bruhat      Bengaluru
       Mahanagara Palike( BBMP) 
has found a handy way to deal 
with violators of COVID-19 
protocols;
 over the past week, it has 

11,624 individuals and has 
collected Rs. 5.2 lakh worth 

especially, have been said to be 
standing tall in terms of cas-
es booked for violation of the 

protocols ranging from fail-
ure to abide by the rule of so-
cial distancing to negligence of 
the use of face masks amongst 

reduced by Rs. 250, sever-

in the number of violations. 
-

tion of Bengaluru's stance on 
COVID-19 which has the po-

the situation of the pandemic 
in the crucial months ahead.

Metro line construction: Af-
fected families to get reha-
bilitation

angalore: Bangalore Metro  R-
ail   Corporation    Limited

(BMRCL) is set to displace 
about 100 families in Lak-
kasandra slum as the area has 
been said to be marked for 
metro line projects. Estimates 
reveal that the corporation will 
spend Rs.4.5 lakhs per fami-

them to Kudlu. Namma Met-
ro is embarking on an under-
ground project of construct-
ing a tunnel under Phase Two 

from Dairy Circle to Nagawara.  

claimed to be resident in this 
area, reports from surveys 
conducted by experts reveal 
that only 101 families are eli-
gible for rehabilitation. For the 
past one year, BMRCL is said 
to have been struggling to ac-
quire approximately 5 acres 
at Lakkasandra where people 

which are currently under the 
government’s control.
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